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Deep Autumn  
Textured Waves  
with Center Part  
HOW TO GET THE LOOK
 
Vertically use a one-inch curling iron, 
creating spiral section placements  
with Non Aerosol Hair Spray and 
Thermal Styling Spray. 
 
Brush out and then spray Mighty  
Hair Spray to hold.

Voluminous  
Seafoam 
Textured Bob 
HOW TO GET THE LOOK
 
Create this look with an  
iron spiral set using a half- 
inch iron and Thermal  
Styling Spray. 
 
Tease the hair,  
then spray with  
Mighty Hair Spray  
to hold shape.

Light Years
Famed editorial stylist Steve Elias—eleven-time North American Hairstyling Award (NAHA) nominee and two-time winner— 
turns up vibrant, bold colors with classic shapes in The Light Years Collection, created in partnership with Number 4  
High Performance Hair Care.  

Elias began with clean hair thanks to Volumizing Shampoo and Volumizing Condition. 
Then he played with contrasting shades, colors that were close on the color spectrum 
that would complement each other. Through mixing and intermixing, color melting and 
color blocking, he blended yellow with green/gray, coral with mint, red with orange and 
gray with a denim-like shade.
 
“To offset some of the brightness of the shades, I approached hair like you would  
makeup. If you do light eyes, you would play up a bight lip,”  
explains Elias. “The contemporary, classic styles create a  
balance with the vivid colors that I used.” 
 
Recreate the looks with sophisticated sets  
of Number 4 stylers.



Over Directed Deep Slate  
Textured Waves
HOW TO GET THE LOOK
 
This look is a classic, on-scalp, one-inch curling  
iron roller placement, using Thermal Styling  
Spray. Allow the set to cool completely.  
 
Apply a generous layer of Mighty Hair  
Spray at the root to hold the hair in the  
direction you want it to go.  
 
Then brush out, tease, and set with  
new Texture Paste and Mighty  
Hair Spray for hold and shine.

Soft Classic Lavender Waves 
HOW TO GET THE LOOK
 
To give a blonde, multi-tonal effect, create two  
balayages back-to-back. Next, melt three types  
of lavender and violet. 
 
After cleansing the hair, comb out with Super Comb  
Prep & Protect to soften and detangle. 
 
Apply Styling Foam and Blow Dry Lotion from roots  
to ends, then blow dry with a round brush to create  
volume and texture. Create a classic set with a one- 
inch curling iron, applying Non Aerosol Hair  
Spray before curling. 
 
Let the hair cool  
for 30 minutes  
and somber out;  
set into place  
and finish with  
Mighty Hair  
Spray.

Soft Pastel  
Disconnected Shag 
HOW TO GET THE LOOK
 
Use a round brush on damp hair with 
Styling Foam and Support Solution.  
 
Next, tease the crown and give it  
gloss with a few drops  
of Fluoro5 Elixer  
Restore &  
Repair Oil.
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“We track culture and trends, and it seems that ‘unicorn hair’ is more popular than ever,” shares Toni Wells, Brand  
Director of Number 4 Hair Care. “Styles with a rainbow of colors allow individuals to personalize their look and stand  
out in a crowd without making a permanent commitment. Since society is more accepting of the trend it has continued 
to perpetuate beyond celebrities and stylists to the general public.” 

–TONI WELLS, NUMBER 4 BRAND DIRECTOR


